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Board of Visitors To Review Alcohol Rules May 5
10N&W0GD COLlEffi
MMWUE. VIRGINIA 23iJl
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By SYLVIA SMITH
Revised Drinking regulations were passed by the Student Committee at its meeting on
March 15. The following rules will now be up for reapproval by the Board of Visitors who will
meet May 7, 1971.
1. Any intoxication (to the extent that a student's condition or conduct shall be offensive, disruptive, or destructive) or consumption of alcoholic beverages in public, violates the Vir
State law and the acceptable standards of student conduct at Longwood Collei" . P
BSlon
and consumption of alcoholic beverages on the Longwood Campus must be in compliance with
applicable laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia. In summary the law specifies the folio.>.
a. The prohibition of liquor, wine, and beer for all those beneath the age of 21. (3.2 b.■•
permitted for ages 18-21.
b. Virginia law precludes the consumption of alcoholic beverages which are beint: transported, or are in one's possession, in public stall be concealed from view.
2. The following regulation, agreed upon by both the Executive Cabinet of the Student Association
and the administration of the College, are intended to interpret further-and more specificallythe general drinking rules.
a. Individual residence hall rooms will be the only areas on the campus considered private
and, therefore, are the only areas where alcoholic beverages may be consumed. Hallways,
parlors, recreation rooms, sorority chapter rooms, and kitchens are not included In the
definition of residence hall rooms.
b. Only 3.2 beer will be allowed in the Freshman Dorms.
c. During "Open House," a residence hall, including individual rooms, will be considered a
public area, and alcoholic beverages may not be consumed - either by students or their
guests.
d. Guests of students or the College are obliged to abide by all College regulations.
e. In residence halls, excessive noise or any other activity which infringes upon the rights of
others will be dealt with by Residence Board. Penalties will normally be: First violation
will result in a warning, second violation — campus, third violation - social probation, and
fourth violation will be referred to Judicial Board with a recommendation of suspension.
f. Any students not abiding by the state law will be dealt with by Judicial Board (1) Penalties
for any student, 21 years or older, aiding and abetting those under 21 years of age will
normally be: First violation - campus, second violation— social probation, and third violalation may result in suspension. (2) Penalties for possession and consumption by persons
under 21 years of age wull normally be the same as for aiding and abetting,
3. a. Beer will be sold at the Club House on Longwood Estate to be consumed only on the premises,
and only beer purcliased there may be consumed. The staff at the Club House reserves the
right to ask for identification,
b. Anyone violating the above regulation will be asked to leave the premises.
The student committee members are: Linda Southworth, Jody Mace, Debbie Chapman,
Bobsie Bannin, Kathy Barclay, chairman, Frankie Brown, Joan Putney, and Mary Tabb John-.ton.
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News

Briefs
Chichester-Clark Resign*
BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - Northern Ireland was
thrown into a political crisis as
Prime Minister James Chichester resigned Saturday, after a
vain attempt by the British government to persuade him not to
resign. British Prime Minister
Heath had sent Defense Minister
Lord Carrington to Ireland to assure Chichester-Clark that British troops would support him.
However, Chichester-Clark stepped down under pressure from
militant Protestants to institute
tiarsher measures against the
Catholic-oriented Irish Republican Army. Chichester-Clark will
remain in office until a new government can be formed, probably
under Brian Faulkner. Rev. Ian
Paisley, Protestant leader, has
announced he will not support
Faulkner.
Galley Jury Meeting
FT. BENNDMG, GA. - The jury
in the trial of Lt. William Calley
extended its deliberations of the
past week over the weekend,
which would include an extensive
rereading of testimony involving
four prosecution witnesses. The
rereading of the testimony was
allowed over the objections of
defense attorneys who claimed
that it gives the government a
second chance at convicting Calley.
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Class Registration for Fall
Semester set for April 27
Registration, which lias been
moderately revised, will be held
in Lankford Building, April 27,
beginning at 8:00 a.m.
One change from last year is
that students will register for
first semester only. Dean Wells
said that it is difficult to plan a
year ahead. Registration for the
spring semester will be held in
November.
Seniors and juniors will register in the morning with sophomores following in the afternoon.
100 students will register each
half hour. Order will be determined by drawing numbers. On
April 21, students will draw numbers for registration and rooms.
Students can pick up registration forms in the Registrar's Office April 5. Students should then

consult their advisors from April
5 to 26. Day students should make
an effort to draw numbers April
21, but if this is not possible, they
should go to the Registrar's Office the next day.
Schedule changes which result
from any mix-up at registration
should be made at the Registrar's
Office within the week after registration. There will also be a
free change period from August
9 to 20. Students should write the
Registrar during this time.
Summer school catalogs will
Photo By Kail)
be available in early AprlL To
Franhle
Brown.
Student
Govregister for summer school, one
ernment
President.
must Oil out the form in the catalog and send it to the Director
of Admissions along with an application for admission.

"I'd Rather Let Them Drink
Than Smoke Dopey" says Alumni

Open Forum With
Legislative Board
Draws Few Student!

By VICKI BOWLING
The Bookstore, an interphone
symposium was to bring together system, and curfew change, were
By ETHEL REITER
The probability of having al- representatives of the adminis- topics which dominated the Legcohol in dormitories attracted tration, faculty, and student body islative Board Open Forum held
the greatest amount of discus- who could answer any questions in Jeffers March 16.
sion from Longwood alumnae at the alumnae may have concerning
The forum was conduct"
the Founder's Day Symposium present situations at Longwood. regular Legislative Board meetThe members of the panel ing.
held in the Wynn Building, 3:00
were Frankie Brown, chairman
p.m. Saturday.
An interphone system drew
Dr. William L. Frank, chair- of Legislative Board, Nancy much response from the relaman of the English Department, Fowlkes, president of the Junior tively fe^
present. Such
made the introductory remarks. Class, Dr. Patton Lockwood,head a system would enable a student
He explained that the panel was of the Department of Speech and to call somewhere on campus
intended to be very unstructured Dramatic Art, and Dr. Herbert without paying. Mr. T.C. Dalton,
and informal. The purpose of the
(Continued on Page 7)
one of the advisors to Legisla-

No. 18
tive Board, said that the possibility of installing one has been
investigated. The initial expense
is rather high, but he said ttiat
if ttie students want it, it will be
investigated further. Money
would come from student activities fees, which would have to
be raised.
The bookstore was another
subject of discussion, particularly in regard to prices. Books
are sold at prices set by the
college, Mr. Dalton reported.
Prices of art supplies are regulated by volume. To ttiose who
felt that the Bookstore Committee should meet, lie suggested
that they ask the chairman to
call a meeting.
In reply to a question on elections procedure, a spokesman for
Elections Committee replied that
elections are held in the dorms
to get more student:, to vote.
Hi' he) thai this makes it hard
for day students to vote was mentioned, followed by a suggestion
of laving day .tudent wu- .
After spring break,curfew will
be 12:00 Monday through Thursday nights. Classrooms will be
kept open until 11:30 p.m., but
tli'-re are insufficient fund
allow Lankford and UM library
to remain
Farmville merchants have
bad asked by the OODffl Ml to
RWMl
student charges unless a student
I.D. is shown. There liave Incident! involving bad ch>
There were variou otbai
quastloni which Legislative
Board answered. Student teach(Contlnue ' on Page 7)
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Good Friday At Longwood
"Let us go; the fog is rising"
E. Dickinson
By ALEXANDER THEROUX
Good Friday, you will have
noticed, is a school day at Longwood College this year. We call
it Good Friday; the formal observance of this day here, however, seems to recapitulate the
rather classic definition of Lichtenberg's Knife: "a weapon with
no blade that has the handle
missing." It is no more Good
Friday, as far as public observance goes, than the celebration of the Penny Post, the annexation of Wyoming, or a commemoration to George Washington Carver's miraculous peanut.
And we who celebrate, orate
over, shush up in reverence
about, and proclaim, not to say
apotheosize, every dead statesman, movie star, rock musician,
baseball player, and world leader
have to vacantly shuffle on about
our business on April 9 and proceed to dissect minks, solve
quadratic equations, and memorize the dates of the Thirty
Years' War. Pluralism is a merciful narcotic.
There is a secularism so pal-

pable in the Modern World - I area of human life are constantly
include Farm ville - that it seems nagging at our personal values,
with the passage of only a few and now we must forgo a personal
years more we'll be staining GOD? 1 am not the first to sugcathedrals the color of money, gest, am I, that to NOT be upset
calling sleep a liturgy, and writ- about things like this is the first
ing out inch-long poems made step toward the foundation oftiut
out of mindless slogans dedicated dreadful city we seem to be buildto the muse, Hexachlorophene. ing? Rising out of a grey space,
Nowadays, before us is spread very like the Cities of the Plain,
out a rosary of asinine worship, 1 see a sponge-headed race of
the asininity residing in degree middle-class cretins - stripped
not in kind, and consequently happily of all sacramentals, unawhile we are accorded "days ware of grace, hissing at sanctioff" to observe space flights, ty - and the modus vivendi is
watch funerals, honor Lee and
Jackson, and eat turkey, that holy
day that commemorates the central act of all human history Jesus Christ's crucifixion - we
write out, as it were, in water,
all in beautifully constructed sentences and syntax that say nothing whatsoever, absolutely nothIsland Warms
ing, nothing at all.
The great cataclysms, the
We are happy to receive you
thromboses, that have resulted as a guest in our Islands. To enprecisely from a mistaken sense sure a pleasant holiday in the
of priority are innumerable. sun may I suggest that you take
Stupid little boffins and self- note of this summary of Bahamstyled polymaths in almost every ian regulations and laws, which
apply throughout the Islands to
citizens, residents and guests
alike.
1 - ANY POSSESSION of marijuana or other dangerous
drugs, even without their use,
The Appropriations committee in Richmond is takis illegal and is punishable by
ing a close look at student publications these days, esup to one year in prison and/or
pecially newspapers W Roy Smith, chairman of the
a
$1,000 fine. This law is
House Appropriations committee has told newsmen that
strictly enforced.
the question has been raised as to whether some college
2 - SLEEPING on the beaches
publications should be supported by a compulsory stuat night is strictly prohibited.
dent fee, or whether they should be supported by the
3
FIREARMS, even those regnumber of issues sold.
istered in the United States or
At Longwood, students pay an activities fee, part of
other countries, may not be
which goes toward the support of the school's publications
brought into the Bahamas. The
As it stands now, representatives from each publication
legal penalty for possession of
are forced to convince the Longwood appropriations
firearms is up to two years
committee that they need X number of dollars for the
imprisonment and/or a $500
coming year If the committee feels that you don't need
fine.
the funds, then thev don't appropriate them, and your
4 - THERE is a $3 departure
publication suffers Even though the funds are taken from
tax on all persons leaving the
student fees, the fact that administrative members sit
Islands.
on the appropriations committee means that pressure can
5 - SPEARFISHING with guns
be experted at any time If however, the Rotunda were
is illegal. So is spearfishing
self supporting these problems would no longer exist.
with SCUBA gear. Only HawaiIt would take a little extra work in soliciting subian slings or pole spears may
scriptions but in the long run I think it would make things
be used, and only with mask
a lot easiers For example, if the paper was sold on a
and snorkel.
subscription basis, then the editor and her staff could
6 - BECAUSE it is difficult to
bo paid a salary at a per centage rate This might make
cash personal checks in the
the editors position a little more alluring to students in
Bahamas, we suggest that you
the future Certainly if your pay check depended on how
carry Travellers' checks when
you visit the Islands.
many subscriptions were sold the incentive would be
7 - SHOULD you need informaqrootcr to put out o better paper This subscription policy
tion or assistance contact the
■ Id also alleviate the pressure problem, for adminiMinistry of Tour ism (telephone
strators would have very little to say about with is pub23610), the Bahamas Police
lished The subscription method might be hard at first,
(telephone 24444, 23333), or
but I do think it would, in the long run, benefit the Longthe American Consul General
wood publications
(telephone 21181, after hours
— L. W.
23040).
Again may I extend to you our
warmest welcome, and sincere
• hope that you will enjoy your
stay in the Bahama Islands.
Clement T. Maynard,
EDITOR
Minister of Tourism and
PHOTOGRAPHY '
Telecommunications,
Lise Worthington
Joan Feathers
and Minister of Health.
CO MANAGING

bing is insufferable, the action is
being diverted, and it's the wrong
kind of God. The fact that we
officially attend school on Good
Friday is not only terrible in
itself. It is, as well, a metaphor
for the crucial ills we seem to
suffer in such abundance these
days. We have kicked priorities
through the uprights. The tragedy, perhaps, is that many have
cheered while that was done and
continue to do so. Atheism in
the last analysis is materialism,
and that business goes on as
usual on Good Friday is a loud
and grotesque hoot in favor of
both. Moses, perhaps, was not
justified in smashing the Tablets
to smithereens at the foot of ML,
Sinai, but, dammit, his anger is
perfectly understandable, dont
you think?

EtftofttlttC&W

A Subscription Method'/

~^TMZ

Mary Frances Baldwin
Ethel Rciter
BUSINESS
Patricia Li verm an
FEATURE
Linda Vanhom
LAY OUT

already quite identifiable. It will
be a world where churches have
become museums, bank accounts
determine social prestige, and
the only ritual left for us will
have developed into polishing
cars, applauding demagogues,
and eating entire gigantic meals
that last all day Sunday. There
is a lull around us, here, there,
and everywhere, that shows us
like children, in a frighteningly
mocking way, reluctant to climb
up over the sides of our ontological crib but satisfied, merely,
to sit there in the sea of synthetic fluff, making goo-goo's,
and barking for more vitamized
pap. It is a question of standing
up. It is a question of gaining
perspective.
There's just too damn much
blabbing about God around here
and not enough action. The blab-

SPORTS
Mary Frances Baldwin
CIRCULATION
Ellen Dunn

Pinheads At Longwood

Letter to Editor:
Even through Longwood's atmosphere
is becoming more open
ADVERTISING
minded and progressive, there
Linda Lee Jones
are still a great number of students, faculty, and administraART
Lynne Pierce
tion who judge people strictly
Mary Ann Bentley
„ Shcilah Martin
iS on the basis of their majors or
their manner of dress. We see
REPORTERS
those who speak out against racial or class prejudice classiMargaret Blair, Christine Sharpe, Vickie Bowling,
fying all physical education majKay Biggs, Debbie Abernathy, Stephanie Sivtrt,
ors as "slightly masculine," all
Sarah Forrar, Belinda Brugh, Kathy Robertson,
art and
drama majors as
Lynne Wilson.
"freaks," or all math majors as

"eggheads."
In like manner, a girl who continually shows up in jeans and a
T-shirt, may find people she's
never even met describing her
as a "revolutionary" or a "free
love advocate," while the girl
who wears a neat dress and hose
every day may be surprised to
hear herself described as a
"brown - noser" or "someone
who would have fit the Longwood
image ten years ago."
It's about time that the Longwood students, faculty, and administration realized that the
categorizing of people is out
dated, narrow minded, and unfair. Every individual on this
campus deserves to be judged
for the person she really is, not
for her appearance or for her
choice of careers. So let's open
our minds, Longwood, and reserve our judgments for those
we know.
Lynne Wilson

Poor Response
To the Editor,
Where were all of the dissatisfied people on Longwood's campus when Legislative Board held
its open forum on March 16? The
sound of complaining faculty and
students is a common one here
and is often very loud. This seemed to be a perfect time for these
people to let their gripes be
known, but apparently their problems had been solved. Only a
handful of people showed up to
ask questions, the most earth
shaking of which dealt with interdormitory phones. The whole situation brought back to mind the
recent ROTUNDA cartoon on the
lion and the mouse.
Of course, questions may have
been discouraged by the manner
in which the forum was run. Instead of having a free period for
questions and answers, the gathering became just another meeting of Legislative Board. The
people who had questions, as
such, had to sit through the reading of the minutes and the committee reports. Questions were
allowed under the heading of new
business.
The most disturbing aspect of
the forum though was the lack of
participation. I can't help but
draw a comparison between this
forum and the one concerning Judicial Board. The earlier meeting proved to be very effective
in airing complaints which were
held by students and faculty. The
turn wul was most impressive for
this meeting. I don't believe that
the students are only interested
in one of their boards. We should
be concerned at all times with

anything that any of the boards is
doing. The same spirit that was
shown in confronting Judicial
Board should be used in relation
to Legislative and Residence
Boards, also.
If Longwood students and faculty are not more aware of this
responsibility, then we are going
to find this school in the same type
of situation as Washington and
Lee University. Student apathy
has reached such proportions
there, that a new SGA constitution, which would have given the
students more authority, was defeated because less than 50<* of
the student body voted. Student
government elections became pathetic when people had to be persuaded to run; then voting had to
be done twice because not enough
voted originally to give one candidate a majority. If Longwood
students aren't careful, they're
going to lose what little oportunity they have for voicing an opinion in policy making decisions.
Lynne Pierce

Some Spring Break
Every year students are faced
with the same old problem —
spring break is but a postlude to
an unscheduled week of examinations. Despite the elimination
of mid-semester estimates for
most upperclassmen, the large
number of freshmen in 200-plus
courses necessitates grade averaging before the midsemester.
This is a headache for the faculty, true, but do they have to
make it a headache for everyone?
It is a bleak prospect to start out
on Monday knowing one has four
tests and a paper or two due before Friday. Break becomes a
study period of its own, since
many major projects are assigned
for the following week.
I recognize the fact that these
grades are helping us by giving
more to work with in the final
averages. But how much can a
string of mediocre or even failing scores boost our averages?
The faculty knows midsemester
is coming, yet many of them invariably wait until that last week
to assign tests.
Enjoy your spring break. Not
many of us will.
Cookie Howell

A Progressive
System
I would like to congratulate the
staff of the ROTUNDA on the recent articles concerning Judicial
systems at other Virginia colleges. These articles have been
quite helpful in pointing out the
(Continued on Page 8)
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There Was A Crooked Man
By SARAH FARRAR
An Ai izona Territorial prison Burgess Meredith as the long imcamp in the 1880's, with all the prisoned Missouri Kid, the film
comforts of Andersonville, is the plods along with its every-mansetting for "There Was A Crook- has-his price theme (courtesy of
ed Man." Joseph L, Mankiewicz screenwriters David Newman and
gets his tongue caught in his Robert Benton of "Bonnie and
cheek in this not very successful Clyde" fame.)
attempt at an Eastern Western.
"There Was A Crooked Man,"
A $500,000 robbery, a bloody never seems inhabited by real
riot, a massive escape attempt, people, and all the surprise
and a shattering final revelation twists, coincidences and double
are the elements proving pro- crosses are just so much wasted
ducer-director Mankiewicz' pro- energy. Hume Cronyn, however,
position, "There's a little of bad steals the show as a delightful
in every good man."
little conservative by the name
With a roster of stars that in- of Dudley Whinner. Takes a break
cludes Kirk Douglas, Lee Grant, from your activities just to see
Henry Fonda, Warren Oates, and him. It's a good performance.

Longwood and Barat
to Spend Summer
in

Photo By Kiuty

I.ynne Wilson being amused by Dave Clark and Rick
\ IN..ii.HI in the production "Look Back in Anger."

Look Back In Anger: Faulty
But Commendable Production

4 For Texai to be shown in
Bedford Tonight at 7:30
New Art Course
Proving Itself
WRKDOUGlffi • HENRT fONPfl

Fundamentals of Photography
355 was added to the art curriculm and offered second semester
this year. Open only to art
majors, it has proven not only
very informative but equally enjoyable as well. Taught jointly by
Dr. Carolyn Wells and Miss Barbara Bishop, this course presents
an art media new to Longwood
majors. The eight students in the
class are held spellbound by photography's "secrets" as they experiment and discover the wonders of the camera and darkroom.

PRODUCTION

fPhore warn
ii <*rook<Ml
num...
H

-"Wamarbroi
' Kmney c wan,

The Sun Will
Shine Tomorrow
Don't Get All
Your Tan Today
Photo B> HrntltT

A llcht in the Darbies*?

By MR. ALLEN WEIR
in exchanges with Cliff. Joyce
Saunders, as Jimmy's wife, AliInstructor of English
The production of John son, had the difficulty of reacting
Osborne's "LOOK BACK IN to Jimmy's tirades. She was most
ANGER'' by the Longwood Play- 'often blandly tolerable, less freers and Hampden-Sydney Jong- quently tearfully overacting. Her
leurs evoked ambivalent re- squirrel routine in the first act
was nicely done and touching.
sponses.
A shadowy skyline visible Lynne Wilson seemed convincing
through its open top, the semi- at times, at times her sudden outrealistic set was effective, though bursts suggested a soap opera
a little clean and bright for the caricature. She and Clark apPorter's attic room.
proached the farcical at the end of
Several details were bother- Act II when they kissed, then
some. In Act One, Alison care- moved, still kissing, to the bed
fully ironed and folded clothes. and fell bouncing on the mattress
She dropped a stack of clothes and as the curtain came down.
they unfolded, and she carelessIn Act II, in the scene with her
ly stuffed them in a drawer, still father, Colonel Red Fern, Alison
unfolded. In Osborne's play, Jim- said, "Something's gone wrong
my blares a trumpet, paralleling somewhere, hasn't it'.'" In this
his verbal trumpeting. The Long- scene, which should have been
wood production substituted a tender and moving, it was Ken
rather mellow sounding saxo- Shick as Red Fern that was wrong.
phone. At one point in the play, From his stiff, spray-silver hair
the cistern overturned. Osborne to his batting eyelids, his porset his play in "the present," trayal was phony. He spoke in a
(i.e., the early fifties) and de- slow monotone and moved like a
scribed Jimmy as "about twenty- mannequin. The scene was infive." In the Longwood produc- tolerable.
Vaughan's portrayal of Cliff
tion, there seemed some difficulty in establishing "the pres- was the most natural. At his
ent." Jimmy said, "We had all worst he was fawning over Alithat done for us, in the forties, son instead of being the somewhat
when we were still kids." This sad, sensitive friend. At his best,
suggested the time of the play as in the morris dance routine,
as the early fifties, but Helena he was humorous and sensitive.
looked contemporary Longwood The song and dance routines were
in bell bottoms in Act Three. the most relaxed, delightful moAdmittedly, these are picky de- ments in the play. The first io M
tails, but taken together, they of Act III with Cliff, Jimmy and
Helena punning on Eliot's "Little
detracted.
The players seemed stiff. The Gidding" was especially nice.
Despite many shortcomings,
sadness and hopelessness of Osborne's characters, their Brit- the production was a commenish subtlety and suggestion of dable effort, and was the best
feeling was often lost in loud ang- production this writer has
er and melodrama. Act One was In larman Auditorium this year.
best; the production declined
thereafter. This is, perhaps, a
Classes Will Not
problem inherentintheplay—Osborne's powerful first act overBe Held On
powering the last two.
Pre-Registration
Like tiie set, the players, particularly Dave Clark as Jimmy
Day. April 21
and Hick Vaughan as Cliff, were
not sleazy enough. Clark, in neat
button down collar and clean,
pressed slacks was usually unconvincing as Osborne's angry,
sensitive young man of the British working class. He often overacted, and his excessive fidgeting
with his hands irritated rather
than suggested Jimmy's n ilessness. Despite problems with
the role, Clark had a few fine
moments with Jimmy's more jocular, relaxed rhetoric -notably

Eu rope

By MARY ANN BENTLEY
Longwood and Barat College of
Lake Forest, Illinois are offering
a summer travel-study program
in Art History in Europe. Directed by Sister Virginia Barsch,
R.S.C.J., Professor of Art History, Barat College, and Miss
Elizabeth L. Flynn, Assistant
Professor of Art History, longwood College, the course is open
to all interested students.
The purpose of this course is to
provide an opportunity for the
students to see and study the
great works of Western Civilization in their "original" state.
Emphasis will be on the art, i.e.,
painting, sculpture and architecture of each city with side
trips to nearby places of interest.
Included in the course will be
diversions of a cultural and entertaining nature, the opera in
Paris, and Rome, bull fights in
Spain and concerts in Florence.
There will be opportunities for
individual exploration of the
cities and for shopping, plus some
time for sketching or other artisti' endeavors.
All students must take the
course for credit. (6). There will
be a final exam. The course is
designed to utilize the short time
available for the development of
the student's intellectual life. Every student will be provided with
sufficient information to find the
required works of art in each
museum. Prior to departure, all
students must have read Janson's
"HISTORY OF ART." Each student is free to visit and study
with the group or to stop and
sketch or stay longer at a favorite monument.
Travel rates per person are
$939.00 plus Longwood tuition.
This rate includes hotel kCCODmodations for a total of 27 nights,
meals - breakfast and dinner
daily, transportation when not 00
foot, and all taxes and gratuities
for services provided.
The course will last from June
17 to July 19. Beginning at Longwood tor orientation and djgi U lions, tin
.11 then pr
to Washington where a flii'lil will
be taken Io N*l York, then to
Paris. After six days in and
around Paris, the group will fly
to Milan then to Florence. A bus
will be taken lo Roma vteft a
week will be spent, then to Madrid
and surrounding area for a *i
AppUcattOM UKl (Utter information may be
ifttf
spring break from Miss Flynn.
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Peanut Butter And Jelly Helps
Slater Run "A Tight Ship"
By LYNDA VAN HORN
"Peanut butter and jelly is a lot
better than nothing at all," so
says Mr. Joseph Carbooe, Director of Dining Services tor
AKA Slayter at Longwood,
Mr. Carbone, unlike some other
dining hail managers, feels that
peanut butter and jelly should be
served at the evening meal "if
the girls just don't like or can't
eat what is served."
Mr. Carbone
This is the first year Mr.
Carbone has been associated with
I.ongwood on a full time ba.su
though he has worked at other institutions where Slater serves the
meals. Last year he was employed at Hampden-Sydney and mentions that a great many differences can be found in the two
schools as far as the serving ol
food is concerned.
Cafeteria style meals are served at Hampden-Sydney and "the
boys are not as concerned with
their diet" as are Longwood girls.
Mr. Carbone said that boys are
not as hard to please although
they eat much more.
Planning Food Quality

through past experience. There
are some things students like better than others. "For example,"
he said, "we know when we have
hamburgers we're going to need
to have open about 185 tables."
There are a total of 210 tables
in the dining hall. "We figure
seconds on a 32% basis." That
is, about 32'', of the girls will
want a second hamburger. Discrepancies can be accounted for
by an unexpected and unprecedented heavy request for certain
food items.
"We have to plan our meals
closely to avoid waste." Mr. Carbone said that contrary to some
rumors, all food put in front of
the girls that is not eaten is
thrown away. Nothing is kept that
is left over from the meals unless
an unusually large amount of an
item is not taken from the kitchen. For example, stew or chow
mein may be served during the
week and then again on Sunday
night only if a quantity is left in
the pots, not taken from the tables. Health standards demand
that all food coming in contact
with the students must be discarded, including salads and beverages.

Dr. Cafeteria?
When questioned as to likes and
dislikes about the dining hall one
One Longwood girl suggested
girl said, however, "They don't that the dining hall be set up on
give urf enough to eat. Half the a meal ticket basis. The girls
time we cant even get sec- would elect to pay for their meals
in the dining hall or to eat someonds."
Mr. Carbone explained that food where off campus or in thedorm.
quantity is determined mainly Mr. Carbone said that it is a

school policy - not decided by
Slater - that all girls who board
at the college would also take
their meals at the dining hall. It
would be much more expensive
for those girls who wanted to pay
for their meals, he said.
Food Quality
Currently meals at Longwood
cost the students $1.61 per day
per student. This includes not only
the food costs, but costs such as
labor, supplies, laundry expenses, licenses, taxes, insurance, replacements, and utilities.
If Longwood were to switch to the
meal ticket plan costs would
double, estimates Mr. Carbone.
When asked if cafeteria style
served meals would not be less
expensive, Mr. Carbone said that
the savings would not be worth
the inconveniences caused by this
style such as standing in line.
"Family style meals are much
easier to prepare. They way it is
now the staff can have cooked,
served, and cleaned by 7:00 after supper."
He said that cafeteria style
meals would necessitate extra
hours for the staff and perhaps
more staff members. Not as many
waitresses would be needed, but
"there is a big difference in
paying a student for one or two
hours and having to pay a full
time employee extra." Right now
there are 83 Slater employees including those in the Snack Bar
and the Tea Room. This number

would have to be added to if cafeteria style meals were served.
Menu Preparation
What constitutes making up a
menu? Mr. Carbone said that he
plans all the menus and says
that even though the students may
not thinks so on occasion, all the
meals are nutritionally balanced.
Menus are frequently sent to the
head dietitian of Slater to be
checked for nutritional values. He
suggests what may be lacking and
how to improve the quality of
menus.
Several factors help to determine the daily menus. Such things
as shape, color, texture, variety
of preparation, and special events
must all be considered.
Special Events
Special events? Do administration or staff luncheons take precedent over regular dining hall
food preparation?" Of course
not," assures Mr. Carbone. "We
take care of the students first
and everybody else second."
When special events are planned, however, menus must also
be planned so that kitchen space
is Droperly used.
Who pays for these special
luncheons? The organization or
the person giving the luncheon
does, for the most part. "None
of the students' funds areput into
a function of a private nature unless it involves students," says
Mr. Carbone.
Results from yearly questionnaires are also a factor in plan-

ning the menus. Slater is interested in the likes and dislikes of
the girls, says Mr. Carbone. The
results are kept on file and "referred to each week as I plan the
menu. I know there are some
things I can't serve because the
girls )ust don't like them." Sometimes he tries a new dish to see
if the girls like it. If response
is negative it is rarely served
again.
"One girl found a green worm
floating in the lima beans," said
Mr. Carbone when questioned if
anything were ever found in the
food. "Something like this has
only happened to me twice," he
said, "but twice is too often."
He explains that even though all
the food is government Inspected
"sometimes these things happen."
"I have sent things back, especially meat, that does not meet
up to our (Slater) standards."
All meats are Grade A choice
or better and delivered three
times a week "cut and served to
our specifications." Some meat
such as chicken is served only
fresh, thus menus also depend on
deliveries. Because of dependency upon deliveries changes
must sometimes be made in the
menu.
Mr. Carbone urges girls to
come to him with complaints if
they are not satisfied with the
food service. "I take more than
a personal interest in the food
service. I want to see it right
and I want to see the girls happy."
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LC Watershow Draws Large Crowd
■iflUff.

Photo if nuat>

H20 and Corkettes practice numbers president in the
watershow Hippies In Time.''

Tennis Team To Be Selected
Turnout Is Overwhelming
Warm weather has brought out
not only the blossom son the trees,
but tennis balls, rackets, and
prospective tennis team members.
Mrs. Phyllis Harriss, Varsity
Tennis Coach, stated that thirtysix girls had come out for the
varsity and junior varsity teams.
Practices have been held each
afternoon for the past couple of
weeks. The final decision on team
members will be made this week.
Mrs. Harriss and Miss Carolyn Callaway, Junior Varsity
Coach, would like to thank all the
girls who came out for the team.
"We had a lot of good players

try out for the team, but of
course we couldn't use everyone.
Miss Callaway and I want to encourage those who did not make
the team to continue playing tennis and to try out agaio next
year," commented Mrs. Harriss.
As a reminder to the student
body, the tennis courts are reserved for varsity and junior varsity players from 4-6 o'clock
Monday through Thursday. Also,
with the increase in the number of
students desiring to play tennis,
Mrs. Harriss suggested that students play doubles instead of
singles, thus allowing more students to have access to the courts.

The schedule for season matches includes:
April
3:00 p.m.
Home
Mary Washington
9
3:45 p.m.
Away
RMWC
14
4:00 p.m.
Home
Lynchburg
16
2:00 p.m.
Home
No Date VCU
Home
3:45 p.m.
Roanoke
21
Away
1:00
p.m.
Bridgewater
24
April 29 MALTA
Mary Baldwin College
through
Staunton, Virginia
May 3
May
3:00 p.m.
Away
William And Mary
4
Madison
College
VITTW
7-8
3:00 p.m.
Home
Westhampton
11
2:00 p.m.
Away
Madison College
14

Photo hy R"»t7

Dana llutchinson «eU into position to return the ball over
the net.

The H20 and Corkettes Clubs
recently presented a watershow,
"Ripples In Time," before a
large group of alumnae, family,
friends, and Longwood students.
Student natatraphers created
numbers depicting various times
of importance in the history of the
United States, through movements in the water. Some of the
important events included independence, war, exploration, expansion, liberation, automation,
and moon exploration.
The music used to accompany
the swimmers correlated with the
theme and added much to the mood
which had been set. Soft music
like "Tara" was contrasted with
lively music of the Roaring Twenties and patriotic music of America.
The use of colored bathing
caps, railroad scarfs, and added
frills, lace, stars, and stripes to
swim suits made the costuming
an important attribute to the show.
The number "Computers" was
cleverly done with lights attached
to the swimmers, and it was very
impressive to spectators to see
only lights move through the
water. "Moon Walk," presented
by Lois Hrubik and Judy Donohoe, showed much skill and perfectly timed execution of movements.
Members of 1120 include: Ellen
Cahill, PattiCoogan.CathyCarr,
Judy Donohoe, Katherine Hipskind, Lois Hrubik, Bonnie Jewell, Betsy Raines, and Cathy
Teague.
Corkettes members include:
Bev Bagley, Sherry Beatty.Tater
Brown, Kathleen Fidler, Vicki
Gardner, Mimi Koonts, Kathe
Kutsher, Paige Melhoff, Claudia
Mier, Graham Meldrum, Sandi
Milan, Tina Nelson, Carol Sanders, Mary Ellen Soslowski,
Cathy Stephens, and Kathy Umbdenstock. Dr. Barbara Smith is
sponsor of both groups.

Top Gymnasts Vie
For Positions On
US National Team
The selection of the United
States Gymnastics Team to represent us in the Olympics will
be held in Northern Virginia
April 24-25.
Miss Judy Fath, LC Gymnastics Coach, says that this will be
the last time that the nationals
competition will be held on the
east coast for a long while. "It
should prove to be a very exciting
and rewarding experience, and I
urge anyone who can to go." she
stated.
Preliminaries will be held
April 24 at Yorktown High School
with competition beginning at 2
o'clock and 7:30 o'clock p.m. The
finals will be held April 25 at
Walt Whitman High School with
competition beginning at 3 o'clock
p.m.
Kathy Rigby and Roxanne
Pierce will be two of the competitors. Kathy is the silver medalist in the World Games on the
beams and the number one gymnast on the National Team. Roxanne placed second on the unevens and on vaulting in the recent meet with the Russians. She
was to have competed in the World
Games, but broke her leg and was
unable to participate.
Tickets may be obtained from
E. Ardelia Smith, Yorktown High
School, or from members of the
Yorktown Girl's Gymnastics
Team. Tickets are $4.

w
Photo By Runty

Swimmers work hard to achieve perfectly timed execution of
movements.

With Crosse In Hand,
Girls Practice Cradling
liner Field has recently been
the scene of much activity as
students practiced their cradling
and passing in hopes of a position on the varsity or junior
varsity lacrosse teams.
Twenty some girls have been
coming each afternoon with
crosse in hand to practice skills.
Most of the girls have played
lacrosse before, but there are
a few who are new to the sport.
Recently, a lacrosse clinic was
held at Mary Washington College. Miss Anne Huffman, Lacrosse Coach, and several girls
trying out for the team, attended
the week-end session. Skills were
stressed and then the students
were aUowed to play a few games
of lacrosse.
Team members will soon be

chosen as the Longwood girls
get ready for their first game
against Westhampton on April 17.
The lacrosse schedule includes:
April 17: Westhampton: Here
10 a.m.
April 20: Lynchburg: There
3:30 p.m.
April 24: Bridgewater: There
1 p.m.
April 27: Randolph - Macon
There: 4:30 p.m.
May 5: William and Mary: Here
4 p.m.
May 7 & 8: Virginia Association
Tournament: Sweet Briar.
May 13: Sweet Briar: Here: 4p.m.
May 29 4 30: District Tournament: Goucher
June 5 & 6: National Tournament: New Jersey

Photo by Kmt>

A low pass causes (across player to drop cradle to the
grown to pick up the ball.

Easter Bunnies
Chickens

Cry Eflg«
Special On

NEWMAN'S
MEN'S & WOMEN'S

SPORTSWEAR

Longwood
Stationery

Across From Courthouse
111 Mom St

LANSCOTTS

Farmville, Va.
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Ann Chrystene Taylor, the new Miss Mecklenburg poses
with Miss America and Miss Virginia

Ann Chrystene Taylor
Crowned As Miss
Mecklenburg County
By CHRISTINE SHARPE
Ann Chrystene Taylor, a Longwood Freshman, was crowned
Miss Mecklenburg County March
13 at the local pageant.
Chrys says that it is "fine and
exciting" to be Miss Mecklenburg. "I was very surprised and
pleased when I won. It still doesn't
seem real."
For her talent Chrys played
the "Prelude in C# minor" by
Rachmaninoff.
Her prizes for winning are a
$300 scholarship, clothes, and
other gifts.
Chrys is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W.H. Taylor, Sr., of
Clarksville, Virginia.
Brenda Dale Evans, also a
Longwood freshman, placed second-runner-up in the contest.

Board
Notes
Legislative Board

1. A question was raised as to
whether Senator Herb Bateman's proposal, which was
recently passed by the Virginia Assembly would affect
Longwood's present or future
Open House regulations.
2. It was decided that the Student
Government dorm meetings
were successful and that
meetings of this nature will
continue periodically.
3. It was brought to the attention
of the Board that the Bookstore Committee has not yet
met. It was decided that if a
student felt there was sufficient need for the Bookstore
Committee to meet, she should
contact the chairman of the
mittee, Mr. Couture.
4. It was suggested that the policy of having dorm and hall
presidents count votes in their
dorms during major and minor
elections be reviewed by the
week in-service program before
Elections Committee.
the school opened to learn the
most effective uses of the equipment.

Goal of Campus School Faculty

Concerns Achievement As Individuals
F.y LYNNE WILSON
Part II - New Teaching Methods
Utilized
This program of two successive days has proved far superior
to last semester's experiment
in which a student aide went to
the classes for one period on six
different days. The current system gives the Longwood student
two days to become accustomed
to the class and get over her initial fears. She will have a free
Iieriod to discuss the classes and
problems with the regular teacher, and if she wishes she can
remain after school with the regular teacher.
Could Longwood students have
rved and assisted at local
elementary schools? Dr. Land
holds that the program would lose
its effectiveness because the theory would not be as controlled.
Longwood stands for a basic approach to education, and familiar
with this approach, the teacher
implements the theory into his
Ck ■ .In addition, there would
be transportation and scheduling
problems involved in sending
Longwood students to a public
elementary schooL
Although these preliminaries
do take place at the campus
school, the school allows no student teachers. It is more beneficial to the future teacher to be
in a public school where she'll
see less ideal situations. Howmr, -111111111 a Miuli'iit liavi' difficulty in her student teaching,
she would be encouraged to observe at the campus school and to

assist the teacher.
Concerning the student body at
the Campus School, Dr. Land
points out that there is no intellectual requirement. A typical
group of elementary students, the
children can come from any community as long as they furnish
their own transportation. As the
student body stands now, there
are forty children of Longwood
faculty and forty-five of Longwood staff members. Sixty to
sixty-five are from this and
neighboring communities and
forty-five to fifty are from the
Hampden-Sydney faculty and
staff.
The instructors at the Campus
School must have secured a Master's degree and taught at least
three years previous to their application at Longwood's school in
order that they might have already
worked out a philosophy of education. Dr. Land screens the
prospective teachers, and lie has
• •inployed a fine faculty.
Dr. Land, who opened three
elementary schools at Virginia
Beach, praises the CampusSchool
as the best set-up in terms of the
numerous materials available.
Dr. Land insists tliat the Campus School is limited only by the
imaginations of those who run it.
With a library of over 6,000 materials and another 500 ordered
this year, the Campus School offers tremendous opportunities for
teachers and students alike. Realizing that not materials but the
way they're handled make the
school, the teachers had a two

According to Mrs. Buchanon,
fifth grade teacher at the school,
the teachers have one aim. That
is the achievement of each child.
By pulling together, the instructors take each student as far as
he can go. A professional atmosphere prevails at the school,
and both students and faculty are
proud of what they have and are
eager to show others.
The students refer to their work
as "fun-learning." Conscious of
the goals of the school and proud
of their achievements, they will
stay after school to get help on
their work. The students are
aware that they are expected to
be self-directed at the Campus
School, and they work accordingly. Because of this atmosphere, discipline is excellent. On
this policy of self direction, Dr.
Land says, "Why not do for our
children what we'd want to do
for ourselves."
Richmond reporters were so
impressed with the smooth operations at the school the first day
it opened that they asked whether
students and teachers had rehearsed it. Stuart Landrum observed that he "had never gotten
a feeling of freedom and a sense
of purpose as from this school."

RICHMOND - Governor Linwood Holton vetoed a bill March
18 which had been recently passed by the Virginia General Assembly as an effort to keep
"troublemakers" off of state college campuses. The bill gave the
head of the institution and the
senior law enforcement official
the authority to order anyone
creating trouble, or suspected
of planning to do so, off campus
immediately and they could not
return for one year. To do so
would be a misdemeanor and
subject to a fine or jail sentence.
The bill would include students
enrolled at the institution as well
as outsiders. Governor Holton
vetoed the bill because it set
no standards to judge conduct
by and "would give unscrupulous
officials free reign to trample
on the First Amendment guarantees of the Constitution." Holton based his views on an opinion
given him by Atty. Gen. Andrew
Miller, who said the bill is too
broad and therefore unconstitutional. Miller has submitted a
substitute bill which defines more
clearly what conduct is expected
and protects the freedoms of the
Constitution.

Founders Day Brings
Back the "Old Timers"

The three recipients of the Distinguished Alumnae Award
pictured during Founders Day ceremony.

A nth ropo log is t

To Hsit MWC
R eprinted From Richmond
Times-Dispatch, Thursday,
Feb. 11, 1971
FREDERICKSBURG - Anthropologist Margaret M>*ad will visit
Mary Washington College, April
29 as the college's first Distinguished Visitor in Residence.
She will meet informally with
students and faculty, attend classes and give a lecture that night.
The Distinguished Visitor in
Residence program is an effort
of the alumnae association to give
the college an endowed chair.
The first endowment, which has
made Dr. Mead's visit possible,
i in honor of Eileen Kramer
Dodd, professor emeritus of psychology, who retired last year,
and her husband, the late James
Harvey Dodd, who was a professor of economics and business administration.

SUNTAN
LOTION
SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

Campus School children learn In pleasing environment.

Campus Bill Vetoed

CRUTE*S

CHARLIE HOP

MARGARET'S
FLORAL GIFTS
"Unique Gifts
To Please The
Young At Heart"
104 East Third Street
D
Phone 392-3559
Western Union
Service* Also
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Colleges In
The News

Proposals
For A New
B.S. and
B.A. Degree

Sun Dial Running Down
LYNCHBURG - The Sun Dial,
the student newspaper at Randolph-Macon Women's College,
is being forced into a position
that is facing many college newspapers due to student apathy. The
paper has released a statement
that, if new staff members are
not found, there will no longer be
enougli people to put out a paper.
The Sun Dial has already had
to cancel one week's paper and
is uncertain about future issues.
Representation Killed
BLACKS BURG - A motion proposed by SGA President Sandy
Hawthorne, which would have
provided for more student representation on the University
Council, was defeated by the
Council at a recent meeting. The
Council does not favor a tripartite concept, where students,
faculty and administration are
equally represented, but it does
endorse an increase in student
representation. The Council
voted to set up two committees
to study increasing the student
representation.
Tenure Plan Fails
RICHMOND - The SGA Congress at VCU rejected a proposal, now before the University
Assembly, which deals with a
tenure plan for professors. The
motion failed because it made
no provisions for students to
have a voice in granting tenure,
although the Congress was assured by faculty representatives that each department intended to consider student evaluations before giving tenure. The
Congress also condemned the
bill for lacking clarity in describing the grounds for removal of professors and for containing a "grandfather clause,"
which grants tenure to professors on the basis of the time
they worked at RPI. The Congress also voted to ask the faculty to submit the final tenure
proposal to a student referendum for passage.
Coeds On Council
CHARLOTTESVILLE - Residents of the Alderman Road
dorms and Mary Munford dorm
at the University of Virginia
recently adopted a new constitution which created the Association of Residents Councils.
The new council will consist of
representatives from the dorms
concerned and will unite the male
and female councils which had
existed separately before. The
Alderman Council hopes that,
by creating a joint council of
men and women, some of the
problems connected with an allmale constituency can be alleviated. The new constitution will
go into effect in April after
elections liave been held to elect
officers.

Rochette fs
Florist
Rochie W. Allen
Manager
"Flowers for All
Occasion'
Phone 392-4154
Farmville, Va. 23901
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Alpha Lambda Delta initiates chat with Mrs. Parrish, the
advisor.

Alpha Lambda Delta
Initiates 32 Freshmen
The Longwood Chapter of Al- include: Barbara Bannin, Presipha Lambda Delta initiated 32 dent; Carolyn Yeamans, Vicenew members March 21 at 3 President; Shirley Chappell, Secp.m. in the ABC Rooms of Lank- retary; Mary Sue Clayton, Treasford Building. Membership in Al- urer; Lottie Lawrence, Historpha Lambda Delta, a national ian; and Ailene Phillips, Editor.
scholastic honor society for Mrs. Cada Parrish, Assistant
freshmen women, is based on the Professor of Mathematics, is
grades of one full semester on Alpha Lambda Delta's advisor.
the cumulative average of one
This year's chapter has startyear which must be 3.50 or better. ed a scholarship fund which they
The new members and their par- soon hope to present to a deents were honored at a reception serving student. In May, Alpha
immediately following the initia- Lambda Delta presents the Maria
tion ceremonies. Members of the Leonard Book Award to ttie senfaculty and administration were ior member with the highest
also present at the reception. cumulative grade-point average.
Officers have been elected for This year, the award will be
the 1971-72 year and were in- ROETHKE: COLLECTED
stalled at the initiation. They POEMS.

Mr. Vassar to Discuss
Student Policies April 8
A required meeting on April 8
and visits to individual teaching
centers will keep the 1971 Block
I student teachers busy throughout the month of April.
Dean Heintz and Mr. Vassar
will meet with all student teachers, including those practice
teaching this summer, on Thursday, April 8, at 7:17 p.m. in
Jeffers Auditorium. The roll will
be checked for each student
teaching center. Housing is Dean
Heintz's topic. Policies governing student teaching, kinds of
information the student teacher
should get on the visit to her
school, classroom policies, attendance, personal grooming,
tort (liability) insurance, and
supervision will be covered by
Mr. Vassar. Any questions students may have concerning student teaching will be answered
at this meeting.
Visits to the student teaching
centers have been scheduled
VIRGINIA NATIONAL
BANK
Farmville, Vo.
Two Convenient Locations
• Longwood Office
Across from Farmville
Shopping Center
• Main Office
Corner of Third &
Moin Streets
We Welcome Student
Accounts

VIRGINIA
NATIONALBANK
FAMftytt-LC. VA.

throughout the rest of the month.
The date to visit Roanoke, previously scheduled the day of preregistration, has been changed.
The revised schedule is as follows:
April 15 - Colonial Heights
and Prince George; April 20 Danville and local; April 21 Roanoke; April 22 - Lynchburg;
April 28 - Richmond City; April
29 - Chesterfield, and May 5 Henrico.
This is the first year for a new
K-3 program. Beginning August
30, 1971, these elementary majors will teach 10 weeks, five in
kindergarten and five in the first,
second, or third grade, and receive eight hours credit. All
others will begin on September
13, 1971, and teach only eight
weeks for six hours credit. All
these students complete their
teaching on November 5.
Eighty-six secondary majors
and 111 elementary majors will
be off campus next fall student
teaching.

Open Forum
(Continued from Page 1)
ers are required to buy meal
tickets because they dont pay as
much tuition. Doors to the roofs
are now unlocked. There was
also some discussion on getting
a bank on campus. The Bank of
Virginia had a branch in Lankford
a few years ago. This possibility
will be looked into.
Lingerie Classes
Sign Up Now
At
SCHEMBER'S

By MARGARET BLAIR
The Curriculum Committee
with the cooperation of the Foreign Language Department, has
proposed changes in the foreign
language requirements for both
the Bachelor of Science and the
Bachelor of Arts degrees. The
Curriculum Committee has proposed these recommendations to
the Academic Policies Committee which has approved them.
The changes have yet to be submitted to the faculty for approval.
The college catalog currently
states that students pursuing the
B.S. and who plan to teach have
no "additional requirements beyond those in general education
and teacher education except as
prescribed by the department in
which the major program is
taken." Psychology majors must
include 12 semester hours in
foreign language and eight semester hours in biology with
their general education program.
Otlier students seeking the B.S.
degree "must take 30 semester
hours in science fields (24 for
math majors) and 12 semester
hours in one foreign language,"
(p. 53, 1970-71 Longwood College Catalog). The proposed
change for the Bachelor of
Science degree states that "there
are no additional requirements
for students beyond those in general education and (for prospective teachers) those in teacher
education except as prescribed
by the department in which the
major program is taken."
The present requirements for
the Bachelor of Arts degree is
12 semester hours in one foreign
language for those students planning to teach. Other students
must take 18 semester hours
in one foreign language or 12
semester hours beyond the introductory course and Philosophy
360, (p. 53, 1970-71 Longwood
College Bulletin). The proposed
change will require that students seeking ttie B.A. take 12
semester hours of one foreign
language beyond the intermediate
course. Also, "candidates for
this degree must complete the
general education and (for prospective teachers) the teacher
education requirements; additional nonmajor courses may be
prescribed by the department in
which the major program is
taken."
It has also been proposed that
students in business can get a
nonteaching degree. If approved
by the Board of Visitors and the
State Council of Higher Education, as anticipated, it will go
into effect next year.
If these recommendations are
passed, students are advised to
follow either the latest catalogue
or the catalogue under which
they began.
See Our

MM
Selection
Of Easter
Gifts!

Martin The
Jeweler
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Founders Day
(Continued from Page 1)
R. Black well, dean of the college.
Frankie Brown said that the
symposium enabled her to "join
with other people who have enjoyed Longwood, and bring them
up to date with the activities
of the Student Government." She
mentioned the successful Heart
Fund drive, the committee to
study the next academic year,
the current review of Judicial
Board, and the revised alcohol
regulations.
"The spirit of Longwood lias
remained constant even though
there have been many changes,"
said Nancy Fowlkes. She went on
to review the many red and green
activities of the year.
Speaking from the point of view
of the artist, Dr. Lockwood said
that "the time of happy childhood has passed at Longwood.
The students are now more sophisticated, more critical." He
said that we can't disregard the
fact that the world is changing
outside of this community, and
the students must be prepared to
face this world. According to Dr.
Lockwood, education can be compared to a juggling act where the
educator must artistically balance justice, expedience, and a
sense of honor.
Dean Blackwell illustrated to
the alumnae how much students
have clianged. He related an incident from the week before when
a student asked for the distribution of birth control pills on
campus. His answer to her was
that the concept of "in loco
parentis" is a dying philosophy.
He said that part of his job is
to point out to students thai
change which is slow to them
may be very shocking to other
constituents.
After each member of the panel made opening remarks the
floor was open to questions and
answers. The following questions
were all asked by alumnae:
Question: "Does alcohol come by
a vote of the students or by
a decision of the administration?"
Answer: Frankie Brown: "The
issue started with a student
poll. Next we had to find out
the Virginia law concerning
alcohol. Legislative Board
appointed a subcommittee to
draw up a list of proposals
in compliance with the law.
This list will be reviewed by
President WiUett and Dr.
BlackwelL The Board of
Visitors will have the final
vote."
Question: "Why do tin.- students
want if Is it just something
they don't have and so they
want it •"
Answer: Frankie Brown: "Tl
about it."
Question: "What do the students
think of tin- OOlkgl as an
educational Institution "'
Answer: Dr. Blackwell: "I'm not
really in a position to answer
but we give a very sound
education where the students
get a broad range of liberal
training."
The meeting then broke up,
and the alumnae engaged in further conversation of the alcohol
issue among themselves. The
following is a conversation of
three Longwood alumnae: "They
might as well let them drink
because they do in Hampden-Sydney fraternity houses, and just
think there are boys there."
"It's nothing but a status symbol. All they want Is social
change, and I say stop them for
a while." "Well, honey, you know
that they are having a drug problem now. I'd rather let them
drink fUn smoke dope."

n-.-i n .«...
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Revision Committee Seeks To

Four New Faculty

Eliminate Rules, Procedures

lo Join Lon

By LYNNE PIERCE

"Out of the closets, into the streets*..
the guy revolution is hero to stay}•>
(Editor's note: Students in
Charlottesville and Richmond active in the Gay Liberation movement were interviewed. Anonymity for
those persons involved is
necessary in order to prevent legal complications.)
By L1SE WOKTHINGTON
■out of the closets, into the
streets ... the gay revolution is
here to stay' is the feeling expressed by Gay Liberation participants both in Richmond and
Charlottesville. The participants
all students either at VCU or UVA
are interested in encouraging the
movement which "involves dereloi lui'i.t Ol .'ay pride and endln|
sexual i■1..HIVU11 in."
During recent interviews the
students talked freely about the
purpose* .OK] aspirations ol the
gay liberation movement. One of
the first idea.
<I was that
of marriage. Gft) liberationists
lajDl the freedom to marry. There
are, however, stipulations to the
marriage contract which are expressed in the ' Gaj Manifesto."
What the group wants to getaway
from are: I. exclusiveness, propertied attitudes toward each
other, a mutual pact against the
rest of the world. 2. promises
about the future which we have no
right tn make and which prevent
us or make us feel guilty about
growing. 3. inflexible roles, roles
vhiCB do Mt reflect us at the
moment, but are inherited
through mimicry and inability to
define equalitarian relationships.
When a gay liberationist was
asked if she wasn't being a little
idealistic in her marriage stipulations she said "no, for the serious gay liberationist a sensitivity
exists which makes the Manifesto
. to toUow."
Manifesto waj quoted again
ulien it Ml [Hunted out that there
is .i detiniii ooi relation between
the womens liberation movement
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and gay women. The students did
make it clear that they were not
saying that the majority of women
liberationists are gay. The gay
liberationists do feel however,
that a closer tie with the women's
movement will help strengthen
their movement. According to the
Manifesto "woman's liberationists are our closest allies. We
must be sensitive to their developing identities as women and respect that."
A coed liberationist at the University of Virginia expressed an
idea which both the Richmond and
Charlottesville groups are working towards. They are interested
in broadening the education curriculum in schools to include
courses in gay history. One interviewer said "I want to learn that
certain historical figures were
homosexuals in a history course,
rather than in a course called
Sociology of Deviant Behavior. It
was mentioned that there is now
an organization, the Gay Activists
Alliance in New York which is establishing a library for gay literature.
When asked how large the gay
liberation movement is, no one
could really say for sure. Part of
the reason for this it was explained is that the gay liberation is a
movement and not an organization. It was indicated that
attempts have been made and still
are being made to organize, in
order to gain strength and recognition. Gay dances have been held
in Richmond, and what is known
as "Gay Pride Week," will run
from June 20-27. "Gay Pride
Week" will culminate in a St.
Christopher's Gay Liberation parade in New York on June 27.
When asked for a brief statement that most expressed and
summarized the Gay Liberation
movement, a VCU student read
the cover of a leaflet which is free
for the asking, "Gay liberation
refuses to apologize for the occasionally humorous but often
tragically destructive lives of
some Gay people-we condemn the
society which is responsible for
our oppression and call to all to
join us in the struggle for a world
in which all human beings are fret
to love without fear and shame."

The first draft of a detailed report, which will state specifically
what conduct is prohibited and
what penalties can be imposed for
improper conduct of students,
faculty, administration and staff,
has been issued by the University Policy Committee of the
University of Richmond. The
committee, which was established
last fall by President George M.
Modlin, is composed of students,
faculty, deans and a member of the
Board of Trustees, Dr. W. Tyler Haynes, who is chairman.
The Richmond Collegian, the
University of Richmond's newspaper, stated in its editorial concerning the report, "For a disciplinary action to be legal it
is necessary for the school to
state its policies concerning the
nature of punishable violations,
the punishments and a clear preservation of due process."
The report begins by asserting
the "right and duty" of the university to "maintain order" and
to "exclude persons who disrupt
the educational process." The
committee points out that the university "is committed to pre-

serving the exercise of all rights
guaranteed by the Constitution of
the United States," but cautions
that any student "who exercises
his right as a private citizen . . .
must assume full responsibility
for the consequences of his action-.
The committee is still worl
on the phase dealing with the question of whether an administration
official or student judiciary has
jurisdiction over a case. Open
meetings are planned to discuss
the draft issued and to solicit
ideas and possible changes.
The report now provides appeal
procedures for cases of excessive or adverse decisions and,
when completed, will include procedures for enforcing regulations, adjudication and observance of due process.
The Judicial Revision Committee at Longwood College is working with similar goals in mind.
The committee is composed of
14 students who work jointly with
Judicial Board members and Dean
Blackwell. The purpose of this
committee is to arrive at precise and clear-cut policies and a
judicial system which will insure
due process.

LC Publications Reviewed
By Va. House Committee
By COOKIE HOWELL
Longwood's publications are
now required to be sent to the
Appropriations Committee of the
Virginia House of Delegates, who
are delving into the problem of
journalistic practices in the
state-supported colleges.
Bach of the committee's 20
members will receive all forthcoming issues of THE GYRE,
THE ROTUNDA, and THE VIRGINIAN in order that they can
"be better informed about what
the students are reading," said
Del. W. Roy Smith, Jr., committee chairman.
The requirement stems from
recent difficulties with Mary
Washington's newspaper, THE
BULLET, and William and
Mary's THE FLAT HAT. Both
controversies centered around
the use of obscene language,
THE BULLET was also highly
criticized for stories about birth
control methods, women's liberation, and an abortion information center in a dormitory.
Since many student publications operate financially under
the same system employed at
Longwood - receiving support
from a compulsory student fee the committee is considering the
possibility of having the publications become self-sustaining.
When asked how such a pro-

posal might affect THE ROTUNDA, editor-in-chief Lise Worthington replied, "THE ROTUNDA
could manage well enough, I
suppose, but I can't speak for
the other publications. THE ROTUNDA'S income is already supplemented by advertisement
fees."
The committee's main complaint is that insufficient control
is exercised over student publications. Should the committee
decide to take action, it la likely that they will have student fees
withheld from the publications'
budgets.
The committee insists tliat it
is not advocating censorship over
these publications, only higher
journalistic practices. These
could be attained through a greater degree of faculty guidance,
Smith maintained. "Certainly
there is no reason to let them
drop any lower than they already
are," was his comment.

Staff Next Year
By STEPHANIE SIVERT
Four new faculty members will
be added to the Longwood teaching
staff for the future school year.
Additions are being made in tin
Department of Natural Sciences,
the Education and Psychology Department, and at the Campus
School. As rxplained by Dr.
Blackwell, the number of faculty
members employed each year at
state institutions is set by the
state depending on the student
enrollment.
Among the prospective new
faculty members is Miss Marilyn Hatch, a 1963 graduate of
Longwood. Miss Hatch will be
teaching basic courses in anatomy as well as Freshman zoology. She earned her Master's Degree at Indiana University and is
currently working on her Doctorate at the Medical College of Virginia. Miss Hatch has taught at
Indiana University, the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, and at George Mason College as well as serving as a
teaching assistant at the Medical
College.
Currently serving as a school
principal in Richmond, Mr. Jefferson Lee Pemberton, III, is
being added to the Education Department. A graduate of Emory
and Henry College with a Masters
Degree from the University of
Virginia, Mr. Pemberton will
teach basic courses in education
as well as work with the student
teachers in Richmond. In addition to serving as a school principal in both Richmond and Chesterfield County, he has had several years of teaching experience
In the Chesterfield Public School
System.
Mr. Edward Smith, a graduate
of lleidelburg College, will teach
psychology. He will complete his
Doctorial requirements this
spring at Kent State University in
Ohio. He previously taught at
Frederick College before going to
Kent State.
Dr. Blackwell noted that each of
these future faculty members is
under 30 years of age and will
bring with them to Longwood a
"combination of youth and experience."
Replacing Mrs. Anne C. Lund
at the Campus School will be Mr.
Gary Parsons. Mr. Parsons, a
specialist in physical education,
will also teach math and science
on the sixth grade level at the
school.
The future faculty members
will be welcomed additions to the
Longwood teaching staff.
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(Continued from Page 2)
weaknesses of Longwood's system.
I support Miss Reiter in her
plea for judicial reform. At Radford, Mary Washington, R-MC,
and R-MWC, the accusor confronts the accused. Why not at
Longwood? Shouldn't we have at
least the same rights that other
Virginia college students have?
I'm disappointed in the reactions of the Judicial Board and of
the college administration to the
student demands for reform. Instead of always defending the system, why not be a little creative
in improving it? Dr. Willett says,
"The system does work," and I
agree. But couldn't it work better, with less secrecy and with
more regard for the rights of all
students? After all, shouldn't we
know what signing the Honor Code
means, other than white dresses
and lighted candles?
Nancy Carolyn Stout

